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Ensuring ecosystem resilience is an intuitive approach to
safeguard the functioning of ecosystems and hence the future
provisioning of ecosystem services (ES). However, resilience
is a multi-faceted concept that is difficult to operationalize.
Focusing on resilience mechanisms, such as diversity, network architectures or adaptive capacity, has recently been
suggested as means to operationalize resilience. Still, the focus
on mechanisms is not specific enough. We suggest a conceptual framework, resilience trinity, to facilitate management
based on resilience mechanisms in three distinctive decision
contexts and time-horizons: 1) reactive, when there is an
imminent threat to ES resilience and a high pressure to act,
2) adjustive, when the threat is known in general but there
is still time to adapt management and 3) provident, when
time horizons are very long and the nature of the threats is
uncertain, leading to a low willingness to act. Resilience has
different interpretations and implications at these different
time horizons, which also prevail in different disciplines.
Social ecology, ecology and engineering are often implicitly focussing on provident, adjustive or reactive resilience,
respectively, but these different notions of resilience and their
corresponding social, ecological and economic tradeoffs need
to be reconciled. Otherwise, we keep risking unintended consequences of reactive actions, or shying away from provident
action because of uncertainties that cannot be reduced. The
suggested trinity of time horizons and their decision contexts
could help ensuring that longer-term management actions
are not missed while urgent threats to ES are given priority.
Keywords: concepts, ecosystems, ecosystem services
provisioning, management, resilience

Introduction
Resilience has many different definitions. Holling’s definition as the ‘ability of … systems to absorb changes … and
still persist’ (Holling 1973) has become the most widely used
one, in particular with regard to social–ecological systems.
It focusses on the ‘persistence of relationships’ (Holling 1973)
and thus the functioning and self-organization of entire systems. This holistic focus is in contrast to more reductionist
interpretations, which prevail in ecology and focus on specific state variables and decompose resilience into the ability
to resist, or recover from, disturbances and thereby persist
(Oliver et al. 2015). Still, both interpretations imply that a
loss of resilience might put the continued provision of ecosystem functioning and services (ES) at risk. Thus, understanding resilience of ecosystems is of fundamental interest
because humans depend on ecosystem services (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2005, Díaz et al. 2015). Management
for sustainable ES provisioning must safeguard, strengthen
or restore ecosystems’ resilience. However, the utilization of
these insights in practice is still limited. While it makes intuitive sense to manage for resilience it is unclear which actions
should follow from this goal (Standish et al. 2014).
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If resilience is to be operationalized, its broad range of
interpretations creates at least confusion, many cases of false
labelling (Donohue et al. 2016), and at worst loopholes
for mismanagement (Schoon et al. 2015, Newton 2016).
Likewise, quantification of resilience (Allen et al. 2016,
Angeler and Allen 2016) will remain a major issue unless the
multiple meanings and implications of resilience are disentangled and reconciled.
As a way forward it has been suggested to focus on managing specific mechanisms that underlie the resilience of
ecosystem functioning and thus support the recovery, resistance and persistence of the whole system (Biggs et al. 2012,
Oliver et al. 2015, Berthet et al. 2018) instead of focusing
on managing for resilience per se. Focusing on mechanisms
helps us to be more specific about which outcome exactly we
want to be resilient and about the concrete steps to achieve
an increase in resilience. We argue, however, that a focus on
resilience mechanisms is still not specific enough for two reasons: 1) recovery and resistance are reductionist concepts,
while persistence is a holistic one, and 2) we need to take
into account different time horizons and, hence, decision
contexts.
An example from forestry illustrates the importance of time
horizons: bark beetle infestations can kill off entire stands of
spruce and cause great damage (Wermelinger 2004). Thus,
the ES of wood provision is strongly reduced in a short-term
perspective. A countermeasure could be spruce reforestation,
where increasing tree vigour and stability through thinning
(Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003) would aim at increasing
the fitness of individual trees and thus focus on resilience
mechanisms at the level of the individuals (Seidl et al. 2016).
However, if we consider a longer time horizon (e.g. centuries),
the effects of insect outbreaks in temperate European forests
may be exacerbated by other disturbances, such as water
limitation, forest fires or outbreaks of tree-killing pathogens
(Lindner et al. 2010, Seidl et al. 2016). In that longer time
frame, just spruce reforestation and thinning would not be
the most useful way to strengthen the resilience of wood production. Instead, fostering resilience mechanisms at the community level, for example by increasing stand heterogeneity,
would be a better choice because interspecific differences
in reactions to disturbances can be utilized to ensure long
term wood supply (Seidl et al. 2016, p. 127). There is thus
a tradeoff between 1) addressing long time horizons where
you can increase general resilience at the forest community
level, which is likely to reduce economic revenue, in particular because wood production may be reduced and take longer, or 2) addressing shorter time horizons where you focus
on fast-growing species such as spruce and increase the individual resilience through thinning, with increased economic
revenue but reduced community resilience. Similar tradeoffs
are common when resilience on different time horizons is
addressed.
Approaches are needed that account for our limited understanding of system responses at different time horizons while
advocating the use of natural mechanisms (‘nature-based
solutions’, Cohen-Shacham et al. 2016), for example for bark

beetles natural diversity in species composition and local age
and size structure (Rademacher et al. 2004). Here, we suggest
a simple framework that comprises resilience mechanisms and
time horizons to facilitate better decisions to safeguard future
ecosystem service provisioning. We 1) discuss the reductionist and holistic aspects of resilience and why they need to be
reconciled, 2) provide a brief review and a new categorization
of resilience mechanisms, 3) suggest three time horizons for
the management of ecosystem services, show that they imply
different decision contexts, and try to relate these time horizons to resilience mechanisms and 4) give an example on the
linkage of time horizons and possible resilience mechanisms.
Our main message is that resilience has three main different interpretations in different decision contexts which are
determined by different time horizons (‘resilience trinity’).
Clarifying these interpretations according to decision context and time horizon is key to effectively managing for resilience of ecosystem services. Although it certainly has been
known before that management actions to bolster resilience
will depend on the time scale under consideration, we believe
that the real problem lies deeper and can be traced back to
different interpretations and schools of thought.

Resilience research between reductionism
and holism
Current interpretations range from resilience as a way
of thinking in sustainability science (Folke et al. 2010,
Biggs et al. 2015) to resilience as a multidimensional metric comprising recovery, resistance and persistence in ecology
and biodiversity research (Oliver et al. 2015, Donohue et al.
2016, Ingrisch and Bahn 2018), through to adopting resilience as a management paradigm in response to national
policy (Isaac et al. 2018).
Recovery refers to a specific state variable of an ecosystem
and is defined as the process of the variable returning, after a
disturbance, to the values of the reference state or dynamics.
(Note that this has often been, and still is, called ‘resilience’;
we follow Standish et al. (2014) to use ‘recovery’ for this interpretation of resilience.) Two qualifiers of recovery are ‘domain
of attraction’ (Grimm and Wissel 1997), (i.e. how much a
variable may change and still show at least some recovery)
and ‘return time’ (i.e. the time it needs until it returns to the
reference state of dynamics). The domain of attraction is the
maximal ‘amplitude’ allowing for recovery (see resistance).
Resistance refers to a specific state variable of an ecosystem (e.g. species number) and is defined by the change of the
variable following a disturbance relative to the value before
the disturbance (Donohue et al. 2016). Resistance can be
quantified immediately after the end of the disturbance event
(Oliver et al. 2015), or after a new (or the old) reference state
of dynamics has been reached (Shade et al. 2012). Both of
these aspects are related to each other but not necessarily
always in the same way. ‘Amplitude’ is a metric of resistance
and quantifies how much a variable has changed.

Persistence refers to the existence of an ecosystem through
time as an identifiable unit. For populations, ‘existence’ is
easy to define, but for ecosystems we can use different sets of
functional or structural criteria (Jax et al. 1998, Cumming
and Collier 2005). In practice, persistence can be defined by
a set of state variables remaining within certain ranges which
then indicates ‘persistence of relationships’ (Holling 1973).
Recovery and resistance are reductionist concepts because
they often reduce the representation of ecological systems to
single state variables, for example abundance or total biomass of populations, or functional diversity for communities.
Recovery and resistance could in principle also be explored
for entire systems, but that would require that we know what
set of variables fully characterizes the system, which usually
is not the case.
Moreover, in addition to the requirement to define state
variables, other features limit the scope of the reductionist concepts even further. According to Grimm and Wissel
(1997), an ‘ecological situation’ for which recovery and resistance can be unambiguously defined, assessed and communicated, is defined by: level of organization, state variable,
characteristics of the disturbance, definition of the reference state to which responses to disturbances can be related
(Jax et al. 1998, Cumming and Collier 2005), and spatial
and temporal scale. Similarly, Carpenter et al. (2001) suggest that operationalizing resilience requires specifying ‘of
what to what’, that is what is the state variable or feature used
to characterize the system, and what kinds of disturbances
are considered? The choice of any of the elements of a certain ‘ecological situation’ is likely to affect our assessment of
a stability property and our ability to detect the underlying
mechanisms.
A classic example is metapopulations: if local habitats are
suitable but small, local populations are prone to extinction.
Persistence of populations is thus low, but when we consider
larger spatial scales and thereby the regional pool of small
habitats, persistence of the metapopulation and even populations increases, and we capture recolonization as a central
stability mechanism (Levins 1969). Thus, shifting the spatial
scale of our perception leads us to consider the metapopulation as a more appropriate level of organisation, and to identify the relevant mechanisms of persistence: connectivity and
desynchronization of local dynamics.
In contrast to recovery and resistance, persistence is a holistic concept because it refers to entire systems. Quantifying
persistence requires defining the systems in the first place.
This is rarely done explicitly because it is challenging and
depends on the observer’s purpose and conceptualization of
the system. Jax et al. (1998) suggest four criteria for deciding
on persistence over time: whether or not a spatial or functional definition of the system is used; the degree of expected
internal relationships within the system, which is similar to
Holling’s ‘persistence of relationships’; the selected phenomena to characterize the system, which have been named ‘patterns’ (Grimm et al. 2005) in ecological modelling; and the
degree of aggregation in representing the system’s entities or
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disturbances. Overall, this approach tries to identify essentials
that can be used to tell whether a system did persist or not.
Similarly, Cumming and Collier (2005) define persistence as
‘system identity resides in the continued presence, in both
space and time, of key components and key relationships’.
For a few ecosystems such essentials and key elements can be
identified (e.g. the characteristic tree–grass ratio and scattered
spatial distribution of trees in savannas; Jeltsch et al. 2000).
However, for most other systems they are still debated.
To conclude, depending on whether the focus is on recovery and resistance or on persistence, ecological studies either
end up with reductionist assessments of stability properties of
often very limited scope, or with holistic assessments, which
are usually ‘metamodels’ (Cumming and Collier 2005), or
conceptual models, rather than quantifications because the
essential elements of defining persistence are usually not
known. Ecology tends to be more reductionist, focussing in
particular on recovery, while social–ecological research tends
to be more holistic, referring to entire systems and their
functioning.
Resilience research thus has to navigate, like Odysseus did
between the two sea monsters Scylla and Charybdis, between
the two extremes of reductionism and holism. Progress
has been slow because results from reductionist studies are
often transferred, without further evidence, to the ‘stability’
or ‘resilience’ of the entire systems, whereas holistic studies
often remain conceptual by referring to ‘states’ and ‘conditions’ without carefully considering criteria for assessing
change and identity. To make progress, we need to reconcile
the reductionist and holistic elements of Holling’s resilience.
As a first step, we suggest addressing the resilience of ecosystem services and, hence, functioning. This forces us to ask
specific questions: what specific services and potential disturbances are we talking about? That is, we have to answer the
question: ‘resilience of what to what’? (Carpenter et al. 2001).
The disadvantage of this is that the concept of ES itself is
subject of critical debate. Issues include tradeoffs between ES
(Seppelt et al. 2011, Lautenbach et al. 2019), the delineation
of ‘ES providing units’, and whether or not biodiversity is a service, a good or a mechanism (Bennett et al. 2009, Mace et al.
2012, Jax and Heink 2015). Nevertheless, a focus on ES, and
hence the underlying functioning, helps us to address specific
resilience mechanisms. In contrast to managing the resilience
of a hard-to-define ecosystem, the relevant level of biological
organization often is obvious if the goal is to manage for resilience of a specific ES. Focussing on mechanisms underlying
the resilience of ES forces us to be more specific.

Resilience mechanisms
Resilience mechanisms have been explored for decades
in systems as diverse as coral reefs, rangelands, rainforests
or contaminated aquifers. Table 1 provides an overview
of mechanisms that have been identified in review articles
focusing on ‘resilience’, ‘mechanism’ and ‘ecosystem service’
(see Supplementary material Appendix 1 for the specific
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definition of each mechanism). In most cases these mechanisms are based on expert knowledge or theory and are rarely
validated empirically outside their holistic social–ecological
contexts (Egli et al. 2018).
Grouping these mechanisms into categories helps keeping
an overview but can never be perfect because mechanisms,
i.e. causal relationships, cannot be separated from the context
in which they operate. We grouped the mechanisms into four
categories. 1) Portfolio mechanisms spread the risk of being
affected by a disturbance. They are often based on diversity,
redundancy or heterogeneity. Mechanisms in the category
Function 2) are related to important roles that elements of
a system play for functioning; they can only be observed
dynamically as they enfold in the course of time. A wellknown mechanism in this category is based on the presence
of keystone species. Some overlap with the portfolio category
exists, since for example diversity can act as portfolio mechanism but also affect function. Therefore, we here set the focus
on functional aspects that are not primarily based on diversity, redundancy or heterogeneity. 3) Adaptation mechanisms
share aspects of the Portfolio and Function category. They
require diversity to function and are observed over the course
of time. However, resilience mechanisms in this category are
different because they feature adaptation via various mechanisms, including natural selection. 4) The fourth category,
Structure, refers to structural features that affect recovery
and resistance and that can be observed statically, in a snapshot of a system. Prominent examples are modularity and
connectivity.
Table 1 demonstrates the diversity of resilience mechanisms and that any attempt to categorize them is necessarily
subjective and to some degree arbitrary, as can be inferred
from comparing our categories to those cited in the legend
of Table 1 and the Supplementary material Appendix 1. The
reason is that these mechanisms do not work in isolation but
together with other mechanisms. How they do so depends
on the specific system and context under consideration.
Increasing connectivity, for example, can reduce extinction
risk in local habitats, but increase the risk of disease spreading. Likewise, diversity in terms of species numbers is generally believed to increase resilience, but many ecosystems
dominated by a few species exist, for example boreal forests.
The mechanisms listed in Table 1 represent empirical
knowledge or theory. However, it is difficult to translate the
knowledge they represent directly into actions. For example,
intuitively it seems evident that biodiversity increases resilience, but decades of biodiversity research show how difficult
it is to understand this relationship in systems that are more
complex than simplified models or controlled experiments
(Cardinale et al. 2012, De Laender et al. 2016). Thus, the
mechanisms listed in Table 1 are only possible mechanisms.
Whether they are relevant and whether some of them dominate or compromise others, depends on the specific situation
and context (Biggs et al. 2012, Desjardins et al. 2015). The
most important features of these situations are the time horizon considered (which also defines a spatial context) and the
decision context linked to this horizon.

Table 1. Mechanisms expected to confer resilience. Here we used a literature search (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A2) to
compile mechanisms and group them into categories (see Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 for definitions of each mechanism).
Those categories are not exclusive. Other possible categories are for example diversity, connectivity and adaptive capacity (Bernhardt and
Leslie 2013); species, community, landscape (Oliver et al. 2015); complexity, adaptivity (Desjardins et al. 2015). For a overview of mechanisms in social–ecological systems see (Biggs et al. 2012, 2015), for attributes that confer resilience to climate change in the context of
restoration see Timpane-Padgham et al. (2017), and for biodiversity-driven mechanisms in agro-ecosystems see Martin et al. (2019).
Group

Mechanism

General idea

Example definitions1

References

Portfolio: Spreading
the effects of
disturbances

Redundancy
(functional,
species)

Losing certain species may
not matter because their
function can be provided
by functionally
equivalent species.

‘when multiple species perform
similar functions (…) the resistance
of an ecosystem function will be
higher if those species also have
differing responses to environmental
perturbations’ (Oliver et al. 2015)

Diversity
(genetic,
habitat,
species, trait,
response)

Individuals or populations
are sensitive to
disturbances to different
extents.

‘Species in the same functional group
often show different responses to
disturbances (Laliberte et al. 2010),
and hence the value of redundancy’

Heterogeneity
(stand,
landscape)

Functions lost in certain
places can be
compensated or restored
from other, less affected
places.

‘Resilience is an emergent ecosystem
property conferred through
biodiversity, (…), ecosystem
diversity (heterogeneity and beta
diversity) across a forest landscape’
(Thompson et al. 2014)
‘Larger areas of natural or semi-natural
habitat tend to provide a greater
range and amount of resources,
which promote higher species
richness and larger population sizes
[…]. This […] is likely to mean
greater genetic diversity and
functional redundancy […]’
(Oliver et al. 2015)
‘Negative feedback mechanisms
contribute to maintain the
ecosystem state’ (Conversi et al.
2015)

(Biggs et al. 2012,
Bernhardt and Leslie
2013, Griffiths and
Philippot 2013,
Desjardins et al. 2015,
Oliver et al. 2015,
Sasaki et al. 2015)
(Palumbi et al. 2009,
Chapin III et al. 2010,
Traill et al. 2010,
Biggs et al. 2012,
Bernhardt and Leslie
2013, Griffiths and
Philippot 2013,
Thompson et al. 2014,
Desjardins et al. 2015,
Oliver et al. 2015,
Sasaki et al. 2015)
(Thompson et al. 2014,
Desjardins et al. 2015)

Area of habitat
cover at the
landscape
scale

Function:
Functional
features that
affect recovery
and resistance
(identifiable only
in system
dynamics)

Negative
feedbacks

Negative feedbacks, for
example density
dependence, cause
recovery to equilibria.

Keystone
species

Keystone species (of
functional types) may be
the main factor
maintaining a certain
function or structure.

Dominant
species

A dominant species that is
resilient will entail its
resilience to the entire
system.
Weak links in an
interaction network of
species can dampen
internal and external
variations in components
of the network.

Strength of
species
interaction

‘Loss of the keystone species can lead
to cascading effects’ (Sasaki et al.
2015)
‘Loss of keystone predators can have
large effects for a system through
cascading effects of expansion of
herbivore populations’
(Thompson et al. 2014)
‘If the dominant species is resilient to
disturbances it will maintain ES
functioning despite disturbances’
(Sasaki et al. 2015)
‘Weakly interacting species stabilize
community dynamics by dampening
strong, potentially destabilizing
consumer-resource interactions and
facilitative interactions.’ (Bernhardt
and Leslie 2013)

(Oliver et al. 2015)

(Chapin III et al. 2010,
Gedan et al. 2011,
Biggs et al. 2012,
Conversi et al. 2015,
Spears et al. 2015)
(Traill et al. 2010,
Thompson et al. 2014,
Sasaki et al. 2015)

(Sasaki et al. 2015)

(Bernhardt and Leslie
2013)

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)
Group

Adaptation:
Adaptation in
order to better
cope with
disturbances;
changes in
disturbance
regimes

Mechanism

General idea

Example definitions1

References

Separation of
time scales
(‘slow
variables’)

Through self-organization,
slow-changing variables
can emerge that
constrain and control
fast-changing variables
and thereby reduce
variation (‘panarchy’)
Individuals change in
response to disturbance
and thereby reduce the
effects of subsequent
disturbances.

‘slow variables are usually related to
regulating ecosystem services, and
that the strength of regulating
services can attenuate the impact of
shocks on ecosystems.’
(Bennett et al. 2009)

(Bennett et al. 2009,
Biggs et al. 2012)

‘Capacity of individuals to respond to
environmental changes through
flexible behavioural or physiological
strategies […]’ (Oliver et al. 2015)
‘(…) phenotypic plasticity may be the
most important component of
adaptive potential (…).’ (Bernhardt
and Leslie 2013)
‘ability of populations, communities
and ecosystems to adapt […]
through a combination of
phenotypic plasticity, physiol.
responses, distributional shifts, rapid
evolution of traits’ (Bernhardt and
Leslie 2013)

(Bernhardt and Leslie
2013, Oliver et al.
2015)

‘The process of modifying existing or
acquiring new knowledge,
behaviours, skills, values or
preferences at individual, group or
societal levels’ (Biggs et al. 2012)
‘connections that promote stability
and recovery at multiple scales of
biological organization’ (Bernhardt
and Leslie 2013)

(Biggs et al. 2012, 2015)

‘It refers to compartmentalization of
populations in space and time. (…).
For example, where populations are
too closely connected, severe
disturbances to one population may
affect all populations.’ (Bernhardt
and Leslie 2013)
‘A highly connected and nested
architecture promotes community
stability in mutualistic networks,
whereas stability is increased in
compartmented and weakly
connected architectures in trophic
networks. (…)’ (Bernhardt and Leslie
2013)

(Bernhardt and Leslie
2013)

Adaptive
phenotypic
plasticity

Adaptive
capacity

Learning

Structure:
Structural
features that
affect recovery
and resistance
(identifiable in
snapshots of a
system)

Connectivity

Modularity

Network
architecture

Spatial selforganization

Populations, communities
and ecosystems have the
ability to change,
through change of
individuals, shifts of
distributions, and rapid
evolution, and thereby
reduce responses to
subsequent disturbances.
Individuals learn and
thereby recover faster or
respond less to
disturbances.
Higher connectivity
between habitats allows
for faster recovery by
moving individuals or
resources.
Organization in more or
less disconnected
compartment allows for
asynchronous responses
and thereby recovery.
Depending on the type of
interaction between
nodes, the
connectedness and other
features of the
interaction network
determine the response
to disturbances.
Positive feedback can lead
to self-organized spatial
patterns that are selfsimilar over time and
lead to recovery from
disturbances.

(Bernhardt and Leslie
2013)

(Biggs et al. 2012,
Bernhardt and Leslie
2013)

(Bernhardt and Leslie
2013, Griffiths and
Philippot 2013,
Oliver et al. 2015)

It should be noted that no single definition can capture the heterogeneity of existing definitions, their context dependency and their overlap. See Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1 for the full list of definitions we extracted from the literature.
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Rationale for a ‘resilience trinity’
Focussing on ES and their underlying mechanisms helps
us to ask more specific questions about resilience and
thereby supports operationalization. Still, context matters.
Consider for example the storage of organic carbon in soils
(soil organic carbon, SOC). Soils store at least three times
the amount of carbon found in the atmosphere or in living
plants (Parry et al. 2007). This is one key function supporting
climate regulation. Soil biota mediate SOC persistence and
turnover (Schmidt et al. 2011, Schimel and Schaeffer 2012).
Land use is one of the main stresses on SOC levels, with
persistently low and decreasing levels in more intense land
uses. Stress leads to the destruction of soil structure and to a
decrease in soil biodiversity on which structural reformation
relies (Crawford et al. 2011, Ponge et al. 2013). Short term
(~1 year) responses to conserve SOC aim at improving soil
management practices, such as less intense tillage, retaining
stubble in the field, or introducing cover crops when fields
are temporarily not in production. Longer term (10–100
years) measures would comprise similar soil management
interventions but also consider taking fields out of production permanently. Additional options are the introduction
of intercropping systems or even landscape engineering,
for example producing terraces or hedges, to avoid erosion.
This requires the consideration of land use and its management from a long-term planning and policy perspective, for
instance designating land-uses (e.g. forestry) on lands prone
to SOC loss.
Thus, different time horizons require different measures,
which leads us the ‘resilience trinity’ framework. Threats
to ES can be acute and obvious in some contexts. In these
situations, the loss of the desired functions is imminent or
has already happened. Time for reaction is limited and the
actions are planned for comparatively short time horizons.
We call this decision context reactive. It is further characterized by a high acceptance for actions by the stakeholders
involved. Examples for a reactive decision context include
local pest outbreaks, an emerging wildlife disease that threatens livestock, or catastrophic floods in river flood plains. The
‘command and control’ mindset of engineering usually is
dominant in this context and usually is targeting the symptoms, not the causes of a problem.
In contrast to reactive, in adjustive decision contexts ES are
threatened, but not yet to a level that is critical to their provisioning. Concerns about future losses exist, but the urgency
perceived by stakeholders of actions to increase resilience is
lower than in a reactive context. Therefore, there are initiatives and incentives to adjust current management practices.
Safeguarding ES resilience in an adjustive decision context
can be slow though or even fail because of the lower perceived
urgency for actions. Dealing with the decline of honey bees
provides an example of the difference between reactive and
adjustive decision contexts. A reactive decision was triggered
by an incident in the Upper Rhine valley in 2008, where
11 500 honey bee colonies were lost due to dust from maize

seeds treated with an insecticide. Blowing out of this dust
containing the active substance into the environment with
pneumatic sowing machines resulted in contamination of
nectar and pollen (Pistorius et al. 2010). In turn, new regulations were installed for both quality control of seed treatment
and for vacuuming potential dust during sowing. In contrast,
adjustive decisions regarding pollinators are for example declarations of intent of the current government of Germany
(CDU/CSU SPD 2018) to stop the decline of insects by
revisiting current regulation schemes, which easily could take
decades to be realized. Mostly, the adjustive decision context
is the one within which ecologists discuss resilience.
Third, provident decision contexts are distinguished from
the two previous contexts by even longer time horizons.
Here, the task is to conserve, restore or improve resilience
mechanisms without a specific threat being the trigger for
action. The basic motivation is that resilience of ES might
erode in the future in unforeseeable ways due to (unforeseeable) changes of environmental and societal drivers. Lacking
an imminent threat, the provident decision context deals
with measures that generally support resilience of ES. Yet,
acceptance of actions is low for provident decisions, particularly because returns from current investments are uncertain.
An example is the creation of large reserve networks, which
can safeguard the provisioning of ES even against unknown
future threats, as they are likely to harbour the structure and
functions required for resilience mechanisms. However, this
benefit cannot easily be accounted for and thus not be balanced against the loss of, for example, arable land. Typically,
this provident decision context is addressed in sustainability
and transformation science.
Our conceptualization of provident resilience is similar
to the idea of ‘general resilience’ (Folke et al. 2010), which
is ‘concerned more about resilience to all kinds of shocks,
including completely novel ones’ (Folke et al. 2010), while
‘specified resilience’ refers ‘to problems relating to particular
aspects of a system that might arise from a particular set of
sources or shocks.’ (Folke et al. 2010). Our resilience trinity framework explicitly refers to different time horizons and
their decision contexts, but overlaps with the specified/general distinction by emphasizing the long-term risks of focussing solely on reactive, or specified, resilience.

Resilience mechanisms within the trinity
framework
As mentioned earlier, the strength and scope of resilience
mechanisms depend on the context, for example whether
we focus on individuals, populations, communities, ecosystems or landscapes. The resilience trinity framework
is meant to organize our thinking, debate and research on
this context dependency along three different time horizons
and hence decision contexts. In Table 2, the mechanisms of
Table 1 are related to these time horizons. Some mechanisms
are less likely to be useful on the reactive scale and need the
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Table 2. Relating resilience mechanisms to the trinity of time horizons and decision contexts: reactive, adjustive, provident. The table demonstrates the possible importance of each resilience mechanism at each horizon. High importance is indicated by presence of ‘++’ and
potential importance by ‘+’. Some mechanisms are not very influential at the reactive time horizon (as indicated by the absence of ‘+’)
because they require longer time spans to manifest their effects on ES. Red arrows on the right of the table indicate possible tradeoffs
between certain pairs of resilience mechanisms, while green arrows indicate possible synergies, where mechanisms would enhance each
others’ positive effect on resilience. This table is meant as a framework for structured discussions but not as a ready-to-use solution, because
virtually every ‘+’ or arrow depends on the system and context considered.

provident scale to unfold their potential, for example spatial
self-organization. Other mechanisms are relevant for all three
trinity aspects, e.g. diversity. Table 2 also includes possible
interactions between pairs of mechanisms. Some pairs might
compromise each other, for example ‘diversity’ and ‘dominant species’, while other might show synergies, for example
‘redundancy’ and ‘heterogeneity’.
Even more than Table 1, each and any element of Table 2
is open to discussion and its interpretation depends on the
specific context and ES considered, and on how researchers and practitioners interpret the terms included. Table 2
thus does not provide a ready-to-use solution, but provides
an invitation to explicitly and systematically discuss relevant
issues of safeguarding ES in terms of increasing resilience.
In the following, we demonstrate the strength of our
conceptual framework by applying it to the ES of water purification (Fig. 1).
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Example: water purification
Water is a fundamental resource. Societies, economies and
the natural environment rely on permanent water provision
in sufficient quantity and quality. A multitude of threats
endanger water purification services. Some threats are acute
(e.g. pulses of toxicants or the occurrence of extensive anoxia
in lakes) and require immediate action. At intermediate time
scales, solutions must be found to control pollution pathways, avoid structural degradation of river courses or excessive eutrophication. On longer time scales, threats are likely
related to human perturbations of the global biogeochemical cycles (nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon), predominantly
by farming, or structural degradations. However, direct and
indirect consequences from these threats cannot be forecasted
yet, which makes it more challenging to develop and justify
countermeasures.

Actions related to reactive decision contexts aim to prevent the imminent danger of losing ecosystem functions.
They are often based on technology and aim at preserving
or restoring a certain state of a system (Fig. 1). Examples
include increasing the height of dikes, or the oxygenation of
deep water in lakes to prevent mass mortality of species and
internal loading with pollutants (Beutel and Horne 1999).
These measures profit from extensive knowledge of the ecosystem’s functioning and a clear definition of the problem
and its solution. Possibly high costs of these solutions are justified by strong societal pressure to act immediately, e.g. for
maintaining drinking water supply from a reservoir or a lake
(e.g. suppression of manganese release, Bryant et al. (2011).
In addition, they are a reaction to a specific and rather clearly
described threat.
An example for an action in an adjustive decision context is the nutrient reduction by flocculation, which is used
to remove nutrients from lakes or reservoirs (Mehner et al.
2008) and add substances such as aluminium to remove
phosphate from the water column. Lowering phosphate
concentrations reduces eutrophication in general and shifts

algal communities from a dominance of potentially toxic
cyanobacteria towards a community consisting of eukaryotic
algae and therefore comes along with a major improvement
of water quality. Such measures require more careful planning than reactive decisions, for example adapted dosing
and application of flocculants, as well as detailed pre-studies.
Another example of a decision in an adjustive context is the
activation of major reactive zones, for example wetlands or
hyporheic zones in riverbeds (Rode et al. 2015) for water
quality regulation.
Decisions in provident contexts often follow a systems
approach. In the water sector they often include the landscape context. Implementation of buffer strips along rivers,
for example, can reduce nutrient exports from land into the
water cycle and therefore weaken environmental pressures
from agriculture (Mayer et al. 2007). Another example is key
species, which are often important for self-purification within
aquatic environment such as bivalves filtrating the water or
other organisms with similar functions (McCay et al. 2003,
Kathol et al. 2011). The protection of key species is one
example for safeguarding ES resilience at long time horizons.

Figure 1. Measures to safeguard the ecosystem service (ES) of water purification across different time horizons. The time horizon of interest
determines the decision context (upper arrow). If an ES needs to be safeguarded now (very short time horizon) the pressure to act is high
and uncertainty is comparatively low. In contrast, uncertainty is very high and the pressure to act very low for long time horizons. The
resulting decision contexts will warrant different measures; thus we propose to distinguish reactive, adjustive and provident contexts. It is
important to be aware of the different decision contexts because they will lead to different decisions and tradeoffs. Our resilience trinity
framework tries to create and establish this awareness.
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This includes the restoration of habitats and refuges for key
species. Even so, current key species may not prevail under
future conditions. Thus, actions that allow other species with
the same functions but a better fitness to thrive under new
conditions could be an important measure in provident decision contexts. Managing connectivity between ecosystems
and habitats to allow for spread of better adapted species
while monitoring the effects of species’ movements on the
functionality of food webs could thus be a core element to
safeguard the resilience of water purification at long time
horizons. In that sense, invading species may even substitute
the loss of natural key species. In the future, invading mussels
and clams could substitute for native unionids in rivers of
the Northern Hemisphere, a pattern which is already present in several systems (Strayer and Smith 1996, Caraco et al.
2006). This may, however, be at odds with various other goals
such as biodiversity conservation, maintaining existing ecosystem functions, functionality of human infrastructures or
human recreation (Minchin et al. 2002). Policy makers and
decision makers must explicitly recognize the tradeoffs in
this situation and recognize that ecosystems are multi-scaled
and nonlinear with inherent uncertainty and managing for
one spatial or temporal context ignores reality and tends to
reduce resilience at other spatial and temporal scales (see also
Schlüter et al. 2019).
Table 1 and 2 can be used as a tool in this context: which
resilience mechanisms are employed by the potential actions
for increasing reactive, adjustive or provident resilience, that
were discussed so far for this example? Increasing the height
of dikes, or the oxygenation of deep water, are engineering solutions that clearly represent a reactive context. They
address the symptom, i.e. flood risk and pollution, respectively, but not the causes of these risks. As a result, in the long
term they might even severely increase the risk of losing ES
of interest, as the reasons for the erosion of resilience might
accumulate. Increasing the height of dikes and oxygenation
do not mimic any natural resilience mechanism. In contrast,
the measures discussed for the provident context, i.e. buffer
strips, keystone species and improving connectivity, represent
mechanisms that actually do exist in nature and can affect
water quality in a positive way. However, a focus on a specific species that directly affect water quality, such as bivalves,
may compromise efforts to restore biodiversity, in particular
if non-native bivalves are considered.

Conclusion
Resilience is an important concept that refers to the ability
of ecosystems to self-organize in a way that they can ‘absorb
changes … and still persist’ (Holling 1973). Quantitative features of this ability are resistance, recovery and persistence.
While persistence is a holistic concept focusing on the whole
system and the persistence of all relationship within, recovery and resistance are reductionist concepts looking at single
state variables. Although resilience has become a concept that
is popular among scientists, actors and stakeholders alike
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(Newton 2016), the dichotomy of holistic and reductionist
interpretations of this concept have so far hampered its use for
planning, management and environmental decision making
(Standish et al. 2014). Focussing more on the mechanisms
underlying resilience and grouping them into categories, like
the ones we used in Table 1, is a first step towards operationalizing resilience. Still, at least one more step, distinguishing
different time horizons and decision contexts, is required.
Our framework, dubbed resilience trinity, tries to keep the
attractiveness of the concept of resilience while demanding
more specification. Our main purpose is to create awareness
for different time horizons (short, intermediate and longterm). These imply different decision contexts and management attitudes (reactive, adjustive and provident). None
of the three contexts is more important than the others –
they all need to be considered and finally to be reconciled.
Otherwise, exclusively focusing on reactive management
could compromise long-term resilience of certain services.
Solely provident actions could lead to short-term losses of services, or unacceptable risks. There is no simple, generic solution to reconcile the tradeoffs of the different time horizons
and decision contexts. Rather, our framework is designed to
add structure to decision making and policy development.
Further examples and, preferably, case studies will be needed
to learn about, and possibly improve, its usefulness.
A main criterion for the design of the resilience trinity
framework was simplicity: focusing on three time horizons
and clarifying the decision context can facilitate operationalizing resilience and ecosystem services, both complex and
multidimensional concepts. Our vision is to ultimately foster
a proactive approach that does not ignore the consequences
of reactive and adjustive decisions for the time scale of provident decisions. To be clear, decisions for all three time scales
need to be made now, but they address different time scales.
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